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REPORT OF ANNUAL ACTIVITIES
INTRODUCTION
This report is provided by the Association Executive and Staff to cover work undertaken by the
ASA during 2014.
A Service level agreement was negotiated by the President and signed with Massey University
on 7th April contracting the Association to provide the following services:


Advocacy – provision of independent support and advice to both individual and groups
of students & administration of Class Advocates’ program



Administration of student assistance hardship grants



Clubs and Societies – administration services



Employment Information – to cover membership levies of Student Job Search

Additionally a grant agreement was signed with Massey University on 27th August to support the
following projects:


2014 Diary



101 Ways to Survive University



Website support

The following part-time staff were employed by the Association in order to meet the contract
requirements.
Office Manager

Jacqueline Adams

Advocacy Coordinator

Penny Lyall

Advocacy programs support

Ryan Wallace

IT support

Hayden Wilson

After two years with the ASA, Ryan Wallace resigned at the end of 2014 to pursue his musical
career and we wished him a very bright future.
Where necessary, casual labour or external suppliers were contracted to assist in the delivery of
services.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The President is responsible for overseeing and supervising the administration and effective
running of the Association. He chairs all Executive committee meetings and is responsible for
Executive matters in the absence of the Executive. He is an ex-officio member of all clubs and
societies, a signatory of the Association, co-ordinates the work of the Executive, acts as media
liaison, and represents the needs and wants of the members to all external bodies.
INTRODUCTION
This report is intended to outline the activities and relationships that I have been a part of
during my time as the ASA’s President. It will not include every activity I have been involved in,
as some activities have been deemed more suitable to be reported on in the Vice-Presidents’
reports.
My aim in becoming the ASA's President was to take the ASA into a new direction as I felt that
it was lacking in direction and purpose. Ever since VSM came into effect, student associations
across the country have become increasingly more reliant on Universities for funding through a
Service Level Agreement (SLA), and the ASA is no exception.
To survive in this new environment, I believe it is vitally important to build and maintain a
strong relationship with all University staff that have any dealing with the ASA. Furthermore, it
is important for the ASA’s survival to build and maintain relationships with outside organisations
that have any relation to the ASA and our core business. Thirdly, when making decisions around
how we conduct business, it is important to focus on that we exist to advocate for and assist
students during their time at Massey University.
I see 2014 as being a turning point for the ASA. In late 2013, Massey University approached the
ASA and explained to us that our SLA was not going to be renewed for 2014. This would have
effectively dismantled the ASA as the SLA is the ASA’s main source of revenue. In response, the
ASA was soon to hit back at the University, outlining the importance of our student support
network, independent advocacy, and our crucial role in developing student culture on campus.
Subsequently, we were funded into 2014 with a new SLA.
CAMPUS REGISTRAR
I have met with Albany Campus Registrar, Andrea Davies regularly throughout 2014. These
meetings have been useful for discussing campus issues, events and updates on the delivery of
student services. Furthermore, SLA and Media Grant negotiations for both 2014 and 2015 have
taken place during these meetings. Building and maintaining the relationship with Mrs Davies
has been pivotal in ensuring the continuation of funding and support from Massey for the
delivery of the ASA’s services to our members.
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MEDIA GRANT
In general, the 2014 media grant was similar to that of 2012 and 2013. $35,000 was granted to
the ASA to deliver student to student media in the form of: online web content, student diaries,
a student liaison officer and poster board maintenance. The media grant was processed
through Massey’s Communications Director, James Gardiner, after being loosely agreed upon in
person with Massey’s Assistant Vice Chancellor of Media, Cas Carter. The 2015 media grant has
not yet been confirmed, however, a change in process is likely to occur. During the time this
report has been written, the 2015 media grant it being negotiated with Albany Campus
Registrar, Andrea Davis, alongside the 2015 SLA.
STUDENT LIFE COORDINATOR
The ASA has worked alongside Massey’s Student Life department with delivering social and
cultural events throughout the year. In general, this has mostly been through Student Life
Coordinator, Sarah Francis. The most prominent events which we worked on together were the
two semester orientations; however, to a lesser degree, we also collaborated together with the
Student Ball, and the Movie Club’s outdoor movie event. Furthermore, Mrs Francis and the ASA
have worked closely together providing students with welcome bags packed with Massey drink
bottles, vouchers, merchandise and the ASA student diary, wall planner and university survival
guide.
The ASA has also collaborated with Student Life Service’s Manager, Marshall Barlow and
Student Life Service’s Accommodation Community Manager, Kelly Manning on student related
issues relating to student accommodation.
Overall, the ASA Executive has built and maintained a great working relationship with Student
Life with the combined delivery of Student Services. It is anticipated that the collaborated
efforts with student engagement will continue into 2015.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION FEDERARTION (MUSAF)
A number of meetings were conducted throughout the year between the ASA, MUSA, MAWSA
and EXMSS presidents. The majority of these meetings were held via video conference. During
the first MUSAF meeting in 2014, it was agreed that MAWSA’s president, Todd Williamson
would become MUSAF’s chair for the remaining of the year. It was agreed during these
meetings to use MUSAF as a united voice for Massey’s student bodies. Assistant Vice-Chancellor
Operations, International and University Registrar, Stuart Morris was present during the
majority of MUSAF’s video conference meetings, as a means to give MUSAF’s executive advice.
Many topics were discussed, the most prominent being how extramural advocacy is handled, as
it is currently being managed by Massey’s distance students’ centre.
Furthermore, student media has become a pressing issue for MUSAF and Massey in the post
VSM environment. It has been decided by MUSAF that MAWSA will continue to deliver Massive
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news in the form of a printed and online magazine. Secondly, MUSA will continue with its
broadcasting radio show, with the intention that it will be released to the other campuses in the
future. Additionally, MUSA has put a proposition to Massey in a bid for the management of
online content for the student bodies’ websites, excluding the ASA. The management of these
websites is currently carried out by Massey’s distance students’ centre, with exception of the
ASA’s web content which is controlled internally by the association itself.
TRANSPORT AND CARPOOLING
In October 2013, I received an e-mail form Massey University facilities management explaining
that they were planning to convert the large gravel car park behind the gymnasium into campus
accommodation blocks for students. When I received this e-mail, I raised concern over the fact
that during peak times, even with this car park, students found it difficult to find a place to park
on campus. I asked facilities management if they had any plans to mitigate the effects from
taking away a large parking area. It turned out that there was no plan put in place; however,
they were happy to discuss options with me.
Subsequently, I organised a meeting with Campus Registrar, Andrea Davies and Director
Facilities Management, Alistair Allan to talk about future transport planning on campus. It was
made clear that building larger or more car parking areas was not on the agenda in the
foreseeable future as spending money, and using land for car parking is not a sustainable
approach. Instead, the university and students need to explore more sustainable transport
options, especially as student numbers are expected to grow.
At this time, the ASA was running a carpooling program where students would pay $10 for a
yearlong carpooling pass which allowed them to park in a premium car park provided there was
more than one person in the vehicle and that the vehicle was displaying two passes. It had
been reported that at peak times this premium park was also becoming full. I proposed to the
university that we double the carpooling area. The reason behind doing this was to put even
more pressure on the existing general car parks to force students to carpool if it was an option.
The university accepted my proposal and almost overnight the changes came into effect. The
ASA executive also decided to increase the price for a carpooling pass to $20 to account for the
administration overhead relating to the service. The decision to increase the carpooling area
made me wildly unpopular with students around campus because as I predicted, there was not
enough car parks to service the amount of students driving onto campus.
It wasn’t long until we sold a record number of carpooling passes which in turn took pressure
off the general car parking area. The plan is to further increase the carpooling area when the
current area starts to reach near capacity. The revenue received by the ASA for carpooling has
been ear marked by the executive for student events in 2014. I recommend that in the future
these restrictions are lifted to allow the executive to spend this money as they best see fit.
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Furthermore, I recommend that future executives research more alternative transport options
as the car parking shortage will only get worse.
MASSEY UNIVERSITY ALBANY CHILDHOOD CENTRE (MUACC)
In early February 2014, Massey’s Commercial Operations Manager, Rod Grove, invited me to
join the MUACC committee, which I accepted. As part of the centre’s constitution they require
an ASA member to be on their committee.
Upon joining, I soon discovered that it had been planned to dissolve the current ownership and
control of MUACC and handover what is left to childcare giant, Northern Auckland Kindergarten
Association (NAKA). MUACC has faced various financial and managerial problems over the
years, hence the desire to offload these responsibilities to a well-equipped agency. With NAKA
running MUACC, any financial shortfalls and much needed infrastructure upgrades can be
attended to.
A concern raised from a student’s perspective over the NAKA takeover, is any future increase in
prices faced by students using the service. NAKA is a privately owned organisation and may not
have the students’ best interest at heart. Furthermore, concern was also raised over the future
preference of users for the child care facility. Currently, students and staff have priority over the
outside community when booking their children into day-care. Additionally, students pay less
per child than the outside community members. The concern is NAKA may be tempted to
increase their bottom line by neglecting and changing this current policy.
Other notable occurrences with MUACC this year was the extension of their early childcare
facility for under two year-olds. This extension involved increasing the size of the internal space
as well as building an elevated outdoor play area.
IT INFRASTUCTURE UPGRADE
As my experience as President, you don’t tend to spend a lot of time in the ASA office space;
instead, I found myself around campus attending meetings and lectures as well as traveling
around the country on conferences and meetings. With this mobile working environment, I
identified a need to have a mobile type computer system. Furthermore, it appeared that the
executive workstations were in desperate need of upgrade. It was decided to upgrade the
president’s workstation to a Microsoft Surface Pro2 tablet. This enabled me to take my work
station around with me and when I entered the office for work, I was able to connect it to a
monitor and peripherals to behave like a workstation PC. The executive’s workstation was
upgraded by purchasing a high spec’d ex-lease system.
It was also identified that we needed to upgrade our Microsoft software. It was decided by the
executive to upgrade to Microsoft 365, a subscription type service, which allows the ASA to stay
up-to-date with Microsoft’s software. With the 365 subscription, it also allows every user to
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have an email address hosted by Microsoft’s exchange. It was decided to move the ASA’s e-mail
service to the Microsoft exchange.
INNOVATION IN TERTIARY EDUCATION DELIVERY SUMMIT (ITES)
The ITES 2014 was delivered on behalf of the Minister for Tertiary Education, Skills and
Employment the Hon. Steven Joyce over 5 and 6 June at the Auckland Museum. Its focus was
looking at how technology will change the nature of tertiary teaching and learning in the next
ten to twenty years, and what challenges the education sector will face with the introduction of
these changes.
The guest speakers at this event were: Salman Khan, the founder of Khan Academy which is a
world leading not for profit educational organization. Mr Khan talked about how the Khan
Academy grew from him making educational videos for his nephew to having over 60 fulltime
employees dedicated to realising accessible online educational material; Christian Long, who is
an educator, school planner and advocate for innovative learning communities. Mr Long spoke
about his image for the possible future for tertiary education institutes, specifically looking at
the building design; Stephen Haggard, who is an independent consultant in new media and
technology. Mr Haggard spoke in-depth about the rise in popularity of massive open online
courses and finally Jim Barber, who was until recently the Vice-Chancellor of the University of
New England. Mr Barber spoke about the move of educational content from being delivered by
a traditional lecture to an online based learning environment.
Attending the ITES was a worthwhile experience. Not only did it expose me to current and
future tertiary education developments, I was also able to network with others in the tertiary
sector.
STUDENT JOB SEARCH (SJS)
The ASA has subscribed to SJS’s services for 2014. The university provided funding for this
service through the SLA with the ASA. SJS have worked together with the ASA to deliver small
student engagement events throughout the year including BBQ’s during O-week social lunch
times.
As of November 2014, SJS reports 376 placements from ASA members with 658 new enrols
during 2014. A combined total of $1,359,437 has been earnt by ASA members as a result of
finding employment through the services offered by SJS.
This year SJS decided to employ a brand ambassador on Albany Campus. I suggested they
employ ASA’s Administration Vice President, Daniel Konings, which they did. I believe having an
exec member as a SJS brand ambassador worked well for both parties (ASA and SJS), as it
provided a coherent communication channel between the two organisations. Mr Konings kept
me up to date with SJS’s activity and we were able to collaborate well with SJS promotions.
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NEW ZEALAND UNION OF STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION (NZUSA)
ASA ceased their membership with NZUSA in 2013 as the cost of membership fees could not be
justified with the financial pressures affecting the ASA since VSM. However, I believe it is of
great importance that the ASA is associated with a national student body, as it provides great
opportunities for the ASA to build networks within the tertiary sector. It also encourages good
relationships between the ASA and other university student bodies. With this in mind, I decided
to approach NZUSA President Daniel Haines about becoming an associate member. My request
was accepted, and the ASA paid $1000 for this membership option, opposed to $10000 for full
membership.
I sent ASA’s Vice-President Manu Lange to attend President’s Training with NZUSA in December
2013 with two objectives in mind. Firstly, to increase Mr Lange’s professional development and
secondly, to make new networks for the ASA. Mr Lange was successful in achieving both these
objectives.
During the general elections in 2014, I worked with NZUSA to promote the election to tertiary
students. This strategy was put in place to encourage students to vote, as a large proportion of
students failed to enrol for the 2011 general election. As part of this strategy, the ASA hosted a
political debate where we invited and hosted local MPs from the National, Green, Labour and
Internet Party to debate over tertiary policy. The ASA also hosted the official release of the
Internet Mana Party’s Tertiary Policy. To further promote the general elections, the ASA
promoted the local advanced voting booth, and encouraged students to head along to it. The
ASA EXEC also ran a BBQ in collaboration with NZUSA where we cooked and handed out free
hamburgers. During this BBQ event we handed out election voting material provided to us from
NZUSA.
Moving into the future, I recommend that the ASA continues to support NZUSA in whatever
capacity the ASA can comfortably do. For 2015, I recommend that the ASA strive to continue its
associate membership status with NZUSA until such a time when the ASA has the financial
stability to support itself and its members without reliance on the university.
EXECUTIVE TRAINING
Training for the 2014 executive took place in November 2013. It comprised of half a day
training and two hours of orientation planning. The main objective of this planning day was to
familiarise the new executive members with the mission and aim of the ASA. Furthermore, I
informed the executive of the ASA’s outputs, our permanent staff and what their roles are, as
well as pointing out key staff within Massey University. I organised for the Campus Registrar,
Andrea Davies, Student Life Coordinator, Sarah Francis, and Clubs’ Officer, Sarah Wymer to
introduce themselves to the executive. Additionally, ASA’s Advocacy Coordinator, Penny Lyall
took the executive through a team building exercise.
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During this training day, I invited the 2013 ASA Executive to attend. They were able to share
their experiences with the new team. At the end of the session, I presented the 2013 Executive
with certificates to acknowledge their hard work and dedication during the year.
I believe that it is crucial for a new executive to complete a similar training session as it gives
the new team direction leading into the New Year.
TEAM BONDING EXERCISE
As a result of the ad hock nature of work conducted by the ASA, the student executive and staff
can become disjointed and lose momentum throughout the year. Therefore it is important to
continually nurture and encourage the team.
With this in mind, a team building day was organised after the semester 1 bi-election. The aim
of the team building day was to facilitate a bond between the ASA’s Executive and Staff. To
achieve this, it was important to do an activity which put people out of their comfort zone. After
weighing up various team building activities in the Auckland region, it was decided to do the
Auckland Bridge Climb with the option of doing a bungee jump at the individual’s expense.
The day was successful, and the team thoroughly enjoyed it. It boosted the morale of the
original executive members and it was a great way to introduce our newest members to the
ASA team. I would recommend future executives look at running two team building days a year
to help keep moral high and strengthen the team’s bond.
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
Clubs and societies are a crucial aspect for developing culture and social interaction for students
at Massey University. The ASA experienced a growth in clubs, members and events in 2014.
This is evident by the significant increase in clubs receiving grants (22 compared to 12 in 2013).
These grants were awarded over eight grant rounds.
Furthermore, the ASA has noticed a positive change in the management of clubs this year with
the University hiring Clubs’ and Activities Coordinator Marusa Pogacnik. Mrs Pogacnik has
introduced a refreshing change to the administration and management of clubs, which is
reflected with the success of the record breaking club grants this year.
The ASA collaborated with Mrs Pogacnik to deliver clubs’ training in semester two. This training
day was used to collect ideas and questions from clubs. These ideas and questions have since
been used to review the Clubs’ and Societies’ Policy moving into 2015.
Additionally, the ASA collaborated with Mrs Pogacnik to deliver the clubs’ awards dinner. The
clubs’ awards dinner was aimed at celebrating and honouring all the amazing accomplishments
that our Massey Clubs have achieved this year.
UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE
The University Challenge is a long running television game show in New Zealand, which
originally ran from 1976-1989. This year, Cue TV revived the show filming 31 matches over a
one week long stint in a theatre in Invercargill.
I first heard of the show when Cue TV’s headman and University Challenge Host, Tom Conroy
phoned me six weeks out from filming. He was desperate for me to put together a team
representing Massey University to compete. The original organiser for Massey’s team had failed
to do so. Tom Conroy and sponsors were relying on having a team representing each New
Zealand University. Mr Conroy took me out for dinner that same evening where he briefed me
on what the show was about and what I should look for when considering competitors for the
Massey Team. He also offered to fly me down to Invercargill to watch the grand finale.
When constructing Massey’s team, I contacted MUSA, MAWSA and EXMSS to ask if they could
advertise the show and told them that the ASA were running selections for the team. I also
advertised on the ASA’s Facebook page. To screen the applicants, I gave each applicant a mock
test which allowed me to assess their strengths. The final team consisted of five Massey
Students: Brett Alpine (Captain), Aiden Woods, Jenna Fraser, Steve Tooley and Jonathon
McDonald. Expertise in subjects was distributed amongst the team with every member being
strong in a different subject.
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At the time of writing this report, the results for the 2014 University Challenge cannot be
released as it is still been aired on television. If the show does another season in the future, I
would recommend the organiser gets a team together early to allow the members to bond and
to practise together. I would also suggest contacting the contestants from the 2014 Massey
University Challenge team for advice.

STUDENT BALL
The ASA put on a student ball with the goal of celebrating the Albany campus’s 21st birthday.
The ball event was originally planned for Saturday 23 August. Before making any fixed plans we
needed to secure funding. The university was generous and gave the ASA $6000 towards the
ball and I secured an additional $5000 of ASA’s funds through passing the budget at our AGM.
One of the huge mistakes I identified in our past ball events were there was not enough time
allocated for planning. To address this issue, I constructed a ball committee in April. This is
when the preliminary planning for the event took place. Additionally, another huge mistake I
identified was the event needed to be held off campus.
By choosing a venue off campus and making it a secret location we were able to build added
hype. We also decided to pick a venue that would need very little decoration and was
affordable. Full-filling both of these requirements proved to be a tough task. We finally settled
on Bar 21 in the Sky City, after making a decision to change the Ball date to Thursday 21
instead of Saturday 23. By changing the Ball date we were able to get the venue for free which
meant we had more funds available for other things as well as giving students that would
normally leave on holiday on the first Saturday of semester break, the opportunity to attend.
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As we were fighting a bad reputation, we decided we needed to look as though we knew what
we were doing right from the start. We hired designer, Lindsay Marsden, to design an initial
teaser advertisement which was deployed via social media and poster boards. This was then
followed up a few weeks later with the Gatsby poster and a Facebook event was created. We
decided to commission an engineering student, Manu Lange, to design and laser cut our Ball
tickets. This proved to be a cost effective way of producing high quality tickets at a cheap price.
The first release of tickets was sold at an early bird rate of $45. This release was designed to
start generating more hype. The initial ticket sales were slow, so we upped our advertising. We
deployed people to high density areas on campus to promote the ball with flyers and Facebook
competitions for free tickets. After this initial push we started to see steady ticket sales. To keep
the ticket sales coming in, we continued to deploy flyers at campus events, broadcasted text
messages to all students on campus and held more competitions for free tickets.
Once we were convinced that our event was going to have a good turnout, we were able to
start looking at our budget a little closer and plan the finer details. The event sold out in the
week leading up to the event, which was a big win for the event organisers. On the night of the
Ball, everything ran smoothly which was a huge relief and we have received some excellent
feedback.
Some of the details of the Ball include: Gatsby theme, Free cocktail on arrival, food throughout
the night, roaming photographer, $3000 bar tab to subsidise drinks, a roaming magician, a
Gatsby burlesque dance show, face painter and buses to and from the venue. A lot of hard
work from the ASA team was what made this Ball a success.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time and learnt a lot during my time as the ASA President. I
believe that the ASA’s hard working staff and dedicated executive has resulted in a successful
year for the association.
I have concentrated my efforts as the ASA's President on building new and strengthening
existing relationships. These relationships will set the foundation for the ASA's incoming
executive who will decide the ASA's next step in its journey.
As my outgoing message I would like to acknowledge the creativity, innovative, hardworking
and caring staff of the ASA: Penny Lyall, Jacqueline Adams and Ryan Wallace. These three have
been the backbone of the association for many years and continue to output excellence in every
aspect of their roles. Secondly, I would also like to acknowledge the senior executive members
Manu Lange and Daniel Konings. These two have put in an enormous amount of effort into the
ASA during their terms and there was never a time that I couldn't rely on them to pull through
with whatever task I asked of them. Finally, I want to extend my acknowledgement to the
remaining ASA executive. Together we have not missed a beat this year, and delivered on
everything required of the executive. Without your continued efforts, the ASA would not have
the glowing reputation with our contractors that it does today.
2014 has been a crucial year for the ASA as it continues to adapt to the VSM environment.
There is no doubt that 2015 will bring new challenges with it; however, I encourage the
incoming executive to use this opportunity to not only improve the ASA but to improve their
own personal and professional development.
Andre Budel
President 2014
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ADMINISTRATION VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The Administration Vice-President is responsible for ensuring that the Executive remain
informed, keep to budget, go to meetings, and update and develop policy which is
representative of the needs and wants of the members. They are a signatory, organise all the
Annual General Meetings and Elections, present the Budget to the members for ratification and
advise on Constitutional matters as they arise. This information collection and dissemination
role is crucial to the effective and efficient working of the Student Executive.
INTRODUCTION
As the Administration Vice-President, this report seeks to cover my activities during the 2014
calendar year. This report will serve as a general overview of what I undertook during my
term, and can hopefully be used by the incoming executive as a guide to undertaking tasks for
2015.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
My role as Administration Vice-President included the responsibility of preparing the agenda and
taking the minutes for all Executive meetings, inclusive of the AGM and SGM. I was also in
charge of updating the constitution with any changes as they were made. Executive meeting
were held bi-weekly wherever possible. I attended all meetings as able. The two most
significant items that occurred during my term were two changes to our constitution. The first
was allowing any position other the President to be Co-opted. This was done as the ASA
Executive is currently unpaid, and this would allow the workload to be spread over a greater
number of people. It would also help more meetings to meet quorum, since quorum is done on
positions present, not people present. In my opinion this has been an incredibly positive
change that has helped the ASA run efficiently during 2014. We also implemented a scheme
that will be passed in the 2015 SGM where payments made to executive will be done on a KPI
basis of tasks, rather than be based on a position. This means that any executive that
undertakes work of a paid nature will remunerated appropriately. This works well with the new
co-opting allowances as whoever does the work, shall be paid for it. Therefore it does not
matter whether the executive is large/small. The second major constitutional change that was
made during 2014 and written into the constitution by me was the ability of the ASA to remove
any of the executive during an executive meeting with a majority vote, where evidence of
serious misconduct against the ASA or its members can be seen. This has been put in place to
protect the ASA from a situation where a corrupt executive member can control the association
for personal gain, as was seen by another association in 2013. Though we hope and presume
this will never occur with the ASA, we have implemented it to ensure the security and longevity
of the association moving forwards.
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I represented the association on the Spirituality Advisory Board, the Semester 2 Orientation
sub-committee and the Ball sub-committee. I also attended several SLA negotiation meetings
to help with relationship management between the University and the ASA.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
During my time as the Administration Vice-President, I worked to also help with Clubs as much
as possible. There has been a drive in 2014 to improve student activities and involvement as
there had been a common complaint that there was no culture on campus. I did my part by
starting up and running the Massey Albany Movie club that currently has 440 active members.
As president of the club I ran an event during Semester 1 Orientation to hold an Outdoor Movie
Event on Massey Campus with Popcorn/Candy floss/Sausage sizzle etc. This was a very large
undertaking since I organized the whole thing by myself. The result was very good with several
hundred students in attendance, which resulted in the Movie Club winning ‘Best Event of the
Year’ for 2014. I also was in an executive role for both the Massey eSports club and the
Massey MMA club. I also helped out with administration and grant applications for the Massey
Netball club. I believe that as an executive member it is very important to be involved with as
many Massey social activities as possible to help grow Massey culture.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Other than general executive duties and club related activities, there were 3 projects that I
helped lead as the Administration Vice-President. Firstly, I had a large role in the management
and implementation of Semester 2 Orientation. Though this Orientation was smaller than
Semester 1, there were several novel ideas that we wanted to try to provide something ‘new’.
One of these was using a laser cutter to cut out designs for students during orientation. I was
in charge of organising transportation and setup/pack down of the laser cutter during
orientation alongside monitoring usage.
The second major project that I was involved in (and the largest) was being one of the 3 core
organizers of the Massey 2014 Ball. The 2014 Ball was arguably one of Massey’s best to date,
and had many people talking about it for weeks after the event. It also is our most followed
Facebook post of 2014 with over 33000 views. Some of my core responsibilities for the Ball
included: organising the band, organising transport, liaising with venue staff, organising the
photographer, organising dancers and ensuring smooth operation on the night.
A smaller project I was involved in was the investigation of KEEN. KEEN is a mobile app being
developed to allow university students to easily arrange activities with other students with
common interests. I had several meetings with one of the founders of the app, and it is
something we may look at implementing/promoting at Massey Albany in 2015.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES
As I leave my position, I only really have two recommendations going forwards;


Ensure the budget (inclusive of Executive payments) is cleared at the 2015 SGM, this
will help garner future interest in executive positions due to financial benefit and will
help the long term stability of the ASA.



Get involved with and join/lead every possible social activity you can. Between myself
and the current Education Vice-President Manu Lange, we have notably increased the
social interaction and atmosphere at Massey Albany during 2014. It is extremely
important that executive help lead Clubs/Activities even though it is not a required ASA
KPI as these activities help make Massey a better place for all students, which is in line
with what the ASA aims to provide.

FINAL STATEMENT
I would like to provide a special thank you to Jacqueline Adams. She is an incredible lady who
works for the ASA and has helped me immensely with both ASA and club related documents.
Whenever I needed advice on how to appropriately provide paperwork/documentation for a
project or just general advice, she went over and above. I would never have been able to
provide the level of service that I did, if it wasn’t for her. Secondly I would like to thank Penny
Lyall, her dedicated efforts for New Zealand’s leading university advocacy service at Massey
Albany, help make university life better for all students. I would also like to thank Sarah Francis
and Marusa Pogacnik whose help with events and clubs respectively was greatly appreciated.
Finally I would like to thank President Andre Budel and Vice-President (Education) Manu Lange
for their tireless dedication to the association, alongside the other executive.
Thank you all, it’s been a great year.
Daniel Konings
Administration Vice-President 2014
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EDUCATION VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The Education Vice-President is responsible for overseeing all matters involving student
education including the investigating, monitoring and reporting of education issues and services
on the Albany Campus. They are a cheque signatory, oversee and coordinate the writing of the
education policy of the Albany Student Executive; liaise with the ASA Advocacy Coordinator over
the training, support and education of Class Advocates on issues of education policy internal to
the University; ensure that methods of assessment, student workloads, the performance of
University teaching staff and quality of courses are monitored; and write submissions on
educational issues.
INTRODUCTION
Over the course of his/her term the Education Vice-President’s role contains generic leadership
towards the students’ association, towards the executive managing it, and towards the staff
operating it. But also part of their role is key representation with respect to the quality of
education students receive at Massey University Albany. Apart from these two key tasks, the
Education Vice-President is also there to aid the President and if required chair meetings or take
up the role as Acting-President (between the Vice-Presidents) should it be vacant / absent.
LEADERSHIP
As a senior executive position, often responsibility falls upon vice-presidents to get the job
done. In order to be able to facilitate this the Education Vice-President should display leadership
to the fellow executive by not only attending all executive meetings, but displaying input and
representation of student issues, with particular focus on education matters. In this position you
should discuss with the individual reps, what educational matters they may have or be aware
of, and as a leader enable or facilitate them to pursue these matters with the university.
During my term, I spent time as Acting-President for Andre Budel when family matters took him
away from his position. As Acting-President I had to take upon myself his portfolio and tasks
which are detailed in his report.
However as the executive is a small team, even when Andre was present, he often appreciated
or relied on support during meetings with universities or representation on boards such as the
early childhood committee which I attended on his behalf twice or SLA negotiations with the
campus registrar.
As a leader on the executive it is important to realise what tasks can be delegated in order to
enable greater projects to be undertaken. However it always falls back onto the leader to
ensure these tasks are carried out to a standard required and on time. This is a vital part of
managing the executive as they run events. It is simply not enough to ask someone to
complete a task, there has to be follow up. Throughout the year the ASA completed many
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events on campus and I took part in the leadership, organisation and operation of many of
these.
PRESIDENTS’ TRAINING AND NETWORKING
As Education Vice-President one often has the opportunity to meet people within the university
and other associations or groups in similar positions. It is vital that contacts are built up to
enable consulting or advice to be sought after in situations where one may be unfamiliar with
procedures.
Fortunately I was able to attend the NZUSA presidents’ training on behalf of Andre as he was
unable to do so at the time. At this two day training event right at the start of my term, I was
able to meet many presidents from other associations around the country and I ensured I built
relationships with them. Later in the year I would occasionally consult (or vice versa) with them
on matters related to student associations.
EDUCATIONAL REPRESENTATION
An example of this was undertaken late this year. A few students approached me about issues
such as assignment marking turnaround or clashes with core papers. As a senior executive
member, I was able to relay these via the Academic Leadership Forum and meet with Ken Cage
from the Centre for Teaching and Learning to discuss these matters. It was established that
while the policy is vague on the exact requirements from lectures on assignment / test grade
turnaround time, the delays experienced by many students at Massey was unacceptable. In
order to address this Ken suggested raising it with the campus register as this was outside of
his jurisdiction. Sadly my term came to an end before I had a chance to do so but I strongly
advise my successor to follow up this issue as it affects a majority of students at Massey.
ORIENTATION
Whilst normally orientation would not fall directly under the Education Vice-President’s portfolio,
due to the position of Social Vice-President being vacant at the start of the year and other
issues later in the year, I had a lot to do with Massey’s orientation events. During the summer
of 2013/14 I planned,along with support from Massey’s Student Life Services (SLS), the entire
social orientation week strategy. This was a good introduction to working with the university on
a joint venture and was executed excellently.
The main orientation events covered academic orientation (Friday) and the three social
orientations (Monday to Wednesday of the following week). Major and minor events were coordinated and planned such as human fussball, mechanical bulls, water fights, food challenges
and general minor games. Of these I would say, whilst the ‘big ticket’ events created the hype
and exposure enjoyed by the University, the minor games and prizes got the most student
involvement as they were very casual. This way we had plenty of people who would normally
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just walk past joining in on the fun. Mattias from SLS (an international intern) was a lot of help
during this planning and made working with the university a pleasant experience.
As the second semester orientation is a much smaller event for the university we toned down
the activities to mainly providing food (BBQs) and casual entertainment through the very
successful minor games. In order to generate a little hype we managed to secure the laser
cutter from SEAT Albany and set that up on the main campus for students to experience. This
was loved and was used nonstop the entire time it was there. Three staff had to manage it full
time in order to keep things flowing and a fourth would have been advantageous.
Another key to a successful orientation is buy in from the fellow executive as they are the key
people who will be running the events and actually interacting with students. This year’s
executive were enthusiastic and brought life to our events.
COMMITTEES
During this year I had the privilege of sitting on a various selection of committees to help the
university understand students’ needs.
These involved committees such as the Health and Safety committee where it is ensured that
all student and staff health and safety is reviewed. Towards the end of my term here I raised
awareness to a minor issue a few students had brought to my attention; there are insufficient
hand dryers in the toilets and this could promote bad hygiene as students do not fully dry their
hands but rather just warm them up. The lack of alternatives (paper towels) often forces
students to leave the toilet with wet hands. As this was only brought up at the end it is
something the new executive should look into, however it is on the agenda for the next
committee meeting.
Another committee that I represented the ASA on was the Graduate Student Advisory
Committee (GSAC). Here issues regarding how post-graduate students were being treated were
brought up. As later in the year we had two post-graduate representatives on the executive I
encouraged them to go to these rather than myself as this applied more directly to them.
However in their absence it was important that someone managed to go to maintain student
representation.
By far the most appropriate committee to attend was the Academic Leadership Forum. Andre
attended this himself in the first half of the year, but I would strongly suggest the Education
Vice-President attend this as it is an excellent chance to voice concerns relating to education. All
college heads are present and it is a good forum to raise issues or commend good practice.
Whilst not directly a role tied to the Education Vice-President, due to my strong involvement
and mentoring ability towards clubs I was also often present on the Clubs, Societies and Social
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Groups Committee (CSCG). This is an important committee that must always be fully
represented by the ASA to ensure that the appropriate funding is directed towards the most
deserving grant applications.
OVERALL COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to successfully fill the position of Education Vice-President it is my recommendation
that one remain flexible and enthusiastic towards all aspects of the ASA. Having this enthusiasm
present will help encourage the general executive to take part in events and help gain student
traction.
Throughout the year it is best to continuously carry out small events to maintain campus
presence.
As far as education specific representation is concerned it is best to gauge what matters to
students by using the general executive as a starting point but also possibly the Facebook page
and other social media, then summarise these issues and report them to the university on the
appropriate boards.
For orientation it would be my recommendation to the incoming executive to follow by our
model of providing food in the form of BBQs (not just sausages, do burgers, fritters…), a couple
of major events and a lot of minor events. This combination will ensure student involvement
and university buy in with regards to support and funding. The laser cutter should be used
again and following the structure we used of 3-4 students operating it, ensuring at least two are
Adobe Illustrator capable, being able to quickly design what students want is critical.
The minor games should be incentivised by lucrative prizes. We distributed more than $1000 of
prizes in Semester 1 alone and this gained tremendous buy in. But ensure the prizes are plenty
of small items to encourage large amounts of people. Items such as chocolate / confectionary
work well.
Manu Lange
Education Vice-President 2014
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GENERAL SERVICES REPORT
FINANCIAL POSITION
ASA ended the 2014 year in a good position with a net surplus of $21k very close to the
budgeted surplus of $19k. This means that ASA has now recouped $65k of the $81k loss
posted in the first year of VSM.
CARPOOL
The Association continued to operate the Let’s Carpool priority parking system as a noncontracted service to students. The fee was doubled from $10 per card in 2013 to $20 per card
for 2014. Additionally, the University increased the number of parking spaces allocated to carpooling. The entire car park in front of the Atrium building became either car pool, mobility or
20 minute short stay parks. Increasing both the fee and the number of parks available resulted
in a $5000 increase in earnings from carpool ticket sales over the previous year.
WEBSITE
Our IT guru, Hayden Wilson, worked hard over the summer break to re-write the Association’s
website (using Joomla) and the interfaces to the back end databases for membership, class
advocates, clubs, carpool and lecturer of the year. The resulting website, was much cleaner,
simpler for administrative staff to update and easier for students to navigate. The new website
has a membership panel on the right hand side, which offered a much simpler sign-up screen
and provided members with access to Association services. Hayden continued to make
improvements throughout the year, adding news blogs, an events calendar and an online club
grant administration system. Content is updated at least weekly and often daily.
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BULK EMAILS
The new website, made it simple to extract a mailing list from our
membership enabling us to send out regular bulk email
newsletters.

2014 WALL PLANNER
2500 Wall planners were printed and distributed to students
throughout the year, with the bulk being during first semester
Orientation. As per previous years, this was handled at a no cost
to ASA service by JB Presentation, through their sales of
advertising.
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2014 DIARY
As funding had been secured by way of a media grant, ASA reverted to producing a full colour,
148 page diary for 2014. In keeping with the theme established with the 2013 diary, the cover
for the 2014 diary was a single colour – bright orange – easy to find in any disorganised flat! A
2014 logo was created that included a candle in celebration of the 21st birthday of the Albany
Campus. The diary was designed to be an effective study tool with usability as its core.
Information relating to clubs and to advocacy services were included in the diary to ensure
student awareness of the services provided by the Association and to promote student
engagement. Advocacy sections included: Class Advocates, Lecturer of the Year, Academic
concerns, 101 ways to survive university book, flatting information and the Student Assistance
Program. There was also an enhanced clubs section, profiling successful clubs to raise the level
of participation from new students.
The diary also included a guide to Massey University Albany campus Student Services.
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2500 diaries were printed with the majority given out in the orientation bags or the first 3-4
weeks of semester one. 500 diaries were retained for second semester orientation.
The diary contained key information, maps and dates relating to the Albany campus.
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BY-ELECTION
At the start of 2014, the following executive positions were un-filled. Nominations were opened
on 24th February for 3 weeks and the following student nominations were received.


Mature Students’ Representative: Anna Deles/Vivian Neilson



Men’s Welfare Representative: Jonathan McDonald



Post Graduate Students’ Representative: Vasundhara Krishnan/Soumya Malipedhi



College of Health Representative: remained un-filled

As the constitution had previously been changed to allow each position, to co-opt a second
person to the role, the students who had been nominated for the Mature Students’ Rep and for
the Post-Graduate Students’ Rep agreed to role share and no formal voting process took place.
At the second Executive meeting of the year, held on 5 th March 2014, Daniel Konings was coopted into the position of Administration Vice-President. Joshua Ovenden, the elected
Administration Vice-President ceased his study at Massey during Semester 1.
EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS FOR 2015 EXECUTIVE
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ASA approached Dr Mary Paul to be the returning officer once again for the annual elections.
As Dr Paul was overseas, Campus Librarian, Amanda Cooper, accepted the role. Nominations
were opened between 11th and 22nd August for the 2015 ASA Executive for the following
fourteen positions:


President



Administration Vice-President



Education Vice-President



Social Vice-President



International Students’ Representative



Post-Graduate Students’ Representative



Mature Students’ Representative



Recreation and Clubs’ Representative



Men’s Welfare Representative



Women’s Welfare Representative



College of Business Representative



College of Humanities Representative



College of Health Representative



College of Sciences Representative

Sixteen nominations were received covering ten of the fourteen available positions. The
contested positions, with two nominees each, were those of the President and the International
Students’ Representative.
An advertising campaign was run to encourage students to make sure that they were signed up
to vote ahead of the elections.
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All voting was online, although voting stations with laptops were also operated from the Library,
Oteha Rohe Café and Albany Village. Voter turn-out was once again disappointingly low given
the number of nominations that had been received, although, failing a vote of no-confidence,
most nominees were guaranteed their position.
Election results were as below.
President

International Students' Representative

Jonathan McDonald 46

Yanling He 46

Byron Brooks 95

Ashneel Prasad 53

No Confidence 4

No Confidence 6

Votes Not Cast 18

Votes Not Cast 58

Administration Vice-President

Recreation and Clubs' Representative

James Speedy 97

Michael Horrell 99

No Confidence 13

No Confidence 14

Votes Not Cast 53

Votes Not Cast 50

Education Vice-President

Women's Welfare Representative

Georgia Breckell 95

Jiayan Ying 76

No Confidence 15

No Confidence 19

Votes Not Cast 53

Votes Not Cast 68

Social Vice-President

Mature Students' Representative

Jonathan Sng 109

Kristin Hartnoll 92

No Confidence 12

No Confidence 8

Votes Not Cast 42

Votes Not Cast 63

College of Business Representative

College of Sciences Representative

Cecilia Cho 89

Brooke Norton 101

No Confidence 12

No Confidence 8

Votes Not Cast 62

Votes Not Cast 54

At the beginning of October, Ashneel Prasad was removed from office as ASA International
Students’ Representative 2014 for misrepresentation and failure to meet essential eligibility
criteria. His election to this same office for 2015 was also be revoked, meaning that the
position would be re-opened in semester 1, 2015.
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ACADEMIC AND WELFARE ADVOCACY
Case numbers seen by the Advocacy Service in 2014 have been extremely high. This trend was
building during 2013 but there has been a dramatic increase in the use of the Advocacy Service
during 2014. The Advocacy Service is now handling DOUBLE the amount of cases as in 2012.
The number of academic cases alone in 2014 (143) exceeds the total number of cases in 2012
(124), but there has also been a significant increase in the number of welfare cases and those
categorised as academic/welfare.
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Cases by Type per Month 2014
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As per previous trends more female students than male students required assistance during
2014.

Female
Male
Total
Cases

Student
Age
18-29
30-39
40-49
50+
Not
stated
Total

% of
Academic
Academic
Cases
84
59%
59
41%
143

# of
cases
2014
111
35
15
23
66
250

100%

Welfare
26
22

% of
Welfare
Cases
54%
46%

48

100%

%age of
total
cases
2014
44%
14%
6%
9%

%age of
total
cases
2013
43%
16%
14%
10%

26%
100%

17%
100%

Inc/Dec
2013 v
2014
%age
1%
-2%
-8%
-1%

% of
Acad/
Acad/Welf Total
Welfare
Cases
Cases
36
61%
146
23
39%
104
59

100%

250

% of
Total
Cases
58%
42%
100%

Number of cases presented categorised by
age of student is fairly consistent with
2013 with the exception of the 40-49 year
range which looks to have decreased by
8%. This could be as a result of the
changes in the Studylink eligibility criteria.

9%
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Case Type
UnderGraduate
Post-Graduate
Total Cases

Total
Cases
215
35
250

Whilst the percentage of Post-Graduate

% of
Total
Cases

cases is similar to 2013 (16%) – there
have still been 9 more Post-Graduate
cases in 2014 over 2013.

86%
14%
100%

International students represented 27% of the entire advocacy caseload (2013 = 23%) and
many of these students required extensive ongoing support due to their unfamiliarity with the
university, lack of established support networks in NZ and the complex nature of the issues they
presented with. Much of the above also applies to a growing number of students being seen by
the Advocacy Service who are New Migrant Students. Data was only collected from May using
this category but this means that 41% of the cases that present to the service are for students
new to New Zealand.

Student Type
International Students
Local Students
New Migrant Students (May-Dec)
Total Cases

Of the ‘self-recorded’
ethnic categories NZ
European predominated,
however it is interesting to
note that students
presenting to the
Advocacy Service identified
with 28 different ethnic
categories. Case numbers
for Chinese, Saudi, Indian
and Korean students were
all in double digits.

No. of
Cases
68
147
35
250

%age of
total
27%
59%
14%
100%

Selfrecorded
Ethnicity
Pakeha
Chinese
Not stated
Saudi
Britsh
Indian
Korean
American
Maori
Iranian
Iraqi
Russian
Samoan
Malaysian
Arabic

# of
cases
90
22
19
18
14
13
10
8
8
6
5
5
5
4
3

Selfrecorded
# of
Ethnicity
cases
Japanese
3
South
African
3
Jordanian
2
Vietnamese
2
African
1
Australian
1
Brazilian
1
Burmese
1
Cambondian
1
Filipino
1
Hungarian
1
Persian
1
Scottish
1
Swiss
1
Total
250
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So, why have advocacy cases numbers risen so suddenly? The initial response may be to
assume that quality of teaching and learning on the Albany campus has declined in recent
times, therefore generating more academic concerns and complaints. However, the advocacy
coordinator’s analysis of the situation is that for the most part there are now less ‘high level’
and serious issues being reported than in previous years. Granted, some programming and
staffing changes may have generated difficulties in their role-out and implementation, but
generally speaking student satisfaction with teaching is in reality at an all-time high. This is well
evidenced by the positive feedback submissions received via the Class Advocates’ logbook
system as well as by the overwhelming number of students that have engaged in the Lecturer
of the Year nomination process.
One obvious explanation is the increased visibility of and access by students to the advocacy
service resulting from the move in 2012 to the new Student Amenities Building in Student
Central. Another is the restructure of the ASA and the advocacy service post VSM whereby the
advocacy service has captained its own priorities and initiatives resulting in improved service
provision to students and the university.
Word of mouth recommendations generated from successful resolutions and positive outcomes
are reported by students to be their primary source of referral to the advocacy service. This too,
is no doubt a contributor to the increased utilisation of the service by students, however it is
not the whole picture.
Review and analysis of case details is a useful way of shedding light on what now appears to be
the expanding role of advocacy. Greater numbers of students than ever before are accessing
the advocacy service for academic pastoral care. The advocacy coordinator is cognisant of
‘referral fatigue’ and ‘disgruntlement’ often experienced by students if issues are not addressed
at point of contact, however when appropriate students are always directed to Health and
Counselling, the Centre Teaching and Learning and various other campus services.
Some of the matters that were flagged to the University by the Advocacy Service are listed
below:


Academic Failure: For some time the Advocacy Service has observed that there are a
concerning number of students that are leaving the university due to complete
academic failure. This represents a significant financial loss to the university in future
fees that could be obtained as well as devastating loss of opportunity and funds to the
student.



Summer School: There is no question that Summer School provides an excellent
opportunity for students to accelerate their studies in order to graduate sooner as well
the ability to catch up courses and reduce workloads in the coming year. Additionally,
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they enable the university to maintain a positive revenue stream at what would
otherwise be an under-utilised time of year. However, due to teaching and learning
being compressed into a much smaller time frame there is the risk that the classes are
too intensive and that it is difficult for staff to adequately cover all the required material
which in turn places the students at significant risk of underperforming and
subsequently failing.


Office Hours: Office hours are important opportunities for students to have face-toface in private dialogue with teaching staff where they can share their confusions,
misunderstandings, and questions more candidly and completely than they do in class.
However many teaching staff comment that office hours are under-utilised and often
they sit in their office for the duration without seeing a single student. The explanation
for this is a ‘no brainer’. Most office hours are scheduled during prime class time, that
is, when students are attending their other classes, thus their ability to access this
important teaching tool is immediately reduced.



Email: Another common complaint from students is that teaching staff do not respond
to emails. The reason for this in all probability is primarily a logistics i.e. large class
sizes and emails from numerous emails for students all asking the same questions.



Online Tests: A new and worrying issue in 2014 was the reporting by a number of
disgruntled students of the collusion and cheating by other students on online tests for
various papers. Whilst cheating/plagiarism/breaches of academic integrity have long
been a concern by the university (and all learning institutions) with the increase in
online assessments Massey needs to recognise early any and all potential
disadvantages of online assessment and plan ways to overcome them before courses
begin. There is the potential for ‘gamification’ of online assessments whereby some
students see the online assessments as something to be overcome and outwitted,
either by engaging the collective knowledge of a pool of students or looking at ways to
beat the system electronically or technically.



Studylink: Due to the changes in StudyLink entitlement there are increasing numbers
of students attempting to complete their study despite having lost StudyLink
entitlement. These students typically view university as their ‘only’ chance of achieving
any form of success as in this time of stalled employment they have little chance of
being able to enter the job market. Such cases are complex as academic failure is
inevitably exacerbated by financial problems and vice versa. It would be helpful if the
university were to introduce a system (as a duty of care) whereby there is a
‘designated’ staff member appointed to review a student’s progress and discuss options
if a student is at academic and financial risk.
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Student related administrative processes: An unusually high number of concerns
were brought to the Advocacy office in 2014 that related to apparently stalled
processing of student requests and applications. e.g. academic record applications,
certificate of achievement, student applications 'lost' in the post, ID card processing. In
some cases students have had to wait up to 6 weeks and have come to dead-ends each
time they have tried to find out what the hold-up is in the processing of these formal
requests (for which money has usually been paid). Even when the advocacy coordinator
has eventually intervened it has been difficult to ascertain exactly where the blockage
or problem may have originated as communication has been limited. Interactions with
the administrative arm of the university is often the point of contact that sets the scene
for whatever opinion an incoming student has regarding the university. Similarly, those
students that have completed their studies can have held a generally high opinion of
the university whilst studying, only to become frustrated and jaundiced by
unsatisfactory interactions and administrative requests as they depart the university.

The rise in student numbers accessing the advocacy service in 2014 may well be a reflection on
structural and staffing changes that have taken place within the University and in the Centre for
Teaching and Learning in particular. Students seeking assistance no longer have a Student
Success Advisor to contact on the Albany campus (although these roles are still occupied in
Wellington and Palmerston North). Thus, by default the advocacy role has absorbed many of
the functions and responsibilities that this role previously held.
The advocacy service is confident that it has developed and delivers services that are
functionally sound and more importantly a template for success. However there exists a serious
risk that the current caseload or a further increase in numbers will not be sustainable in the
medium to long term context.
SAUDI STUDENTS APPRECIATION OF ADVOCACY COORDINATOR
The Advocacy Coordinator was presented with an engraved
glass trophy by the Saudi Club. This was an unexpected event
as the students came in person to the Advocacy Coordinator’s
office to surprise her with the award. The students told the
Advocacy Coordinator that they wanted to acknowledge and
pay honour in a permanent and lasting way for all the help and
assistance that the advocacy service had provided to Saudi
students during 2014. This trophy will have pride of place in
the Advocacy Coordinator’s office.
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (SAP)
The advocacy service was contracted by the University to administer the Student Assistance
Program. This is fund that is available to assist students who find themselves in financial
difficulty which is:


Unforeseen, and of a temporary nature;



Unusual or severe; and



Threatens the continuation of study at Massey University.

A total of $14778 in hardship grants was awarded during 2014, made up of:

Student Assistance Program
SAP - Rent
SAP - Food
SAP - Other
SAP - Travel
SAP - Utilities
Total

2014

2013

$6,798
$3,337
$2,117
$1,810
$716
$14,778

$3,304
$1,981
$585
$1,913
$1,760
$9,543

Inc/Dec
$3,494
$1,356
$1,532
-$77
-$1,044
$5,262

Utilities:

power, phone and water.

Other:

medical, educational, child care and home necessities

Travel:

fuel, bus tickets and transport to practicums.

101 WAYS TO SURVIVE UNIVERSITY

This book which was first produced in 2013 was
updated and reprinted for 2014. The books were
included in new student orientation bags in both
semester 1 and semester 2. It continued to be
sought after by other University staff as a useful
resource for students struggling with University
life.
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CLASS ADVOCATES
The ASA Advocacy Service designed a Class Advocate
logo to create ‘brand recognition’ and a sense of
belonging and pride when promoting any Class Advocate
activities or initiatives.
The logo is comprised of a C and A enclosed in a circle.
The blue of the C represents Massey and the green A
the Albany Students’ Association. The impression of a
globe is to acknowledge the international composition of
both students and teaching staff at the university. On close examination a kiwi can be seen and
an M (for Massey) is formed where the letters C and A join. The longitude and latitude lines are
there to acknowledge the communication, connectivity and collegiality that the Class Advocate
system encourages. The logo was designed by the Advocacy Coordinator and feedback was
sought by a small focus group of advocates. A selection of logo versions were presented as
options and minor changes were made as a result of their feedback i.e. the inclusion of the
kiwi. T-shirts and umbrellas were printed with this logo and have been awarded as prizes
during the year.
Class Advocate Stats Semester 1 2014
224

Class Advocates

223

Papers covered

199

Advocates Trained

Class Advocate Stats Semester 2 2014
220

Class Advocates

201

Papers covered

178

Advocates Trained

Some students are advocates for double semester papers so that somewhat skews the data.
Thus, when this is factored in the following statistics are accurate.
Total Numbers for 2014 Class Advocates
382

Class Advocates in total

310

Class Advocates trained (80 trained that were advocates in both semesters)

Two large group Class Advocate training sessions were held each semester where students
received valuable information and the do’s and don’ts of acting as a Class Advocate from our
highly experienced Advocacy co-ordinator. Printed manuals were produced and distributed
during the training sessions. The attending advocates were treated to pizza for lunch and four
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lucky students each won a student survival grocery hamper. Catch up training sessions were
held each semester for those unable to attend the group session.
A 2 hour Advocacy Extension Training session was held in the second semester which provided
an in depth examination of advocacy methods, communication techniques, problem solving and
role-play. The training was restricted to advocates that had already completed the bulk Class
Advocacy training which is held at the start of each semester. The training included role play
and all attendees were able to practice and role play the skills taught.
Primary Class Advocate Training Sessions 2014
4

Large group training sessions

6

Catch up small group training sessions

Advocacy Extension Training 2014
12

Students trained

In keeping with previous years the number of Advocates was lower for second semester than
first semester however statistics for Semester Two 2014 are slightly higher than they were for
Semester Two 2013. Whilst advocate numbers are on a par with those of 2013, the number of
trained Advocates however is considerably higher (up from 148 to 178) in Semester 2 2014.
This is reflective of the increased buy-in and engagement by students of their Advocate role. In
keeping with previous years there is an encouragingly high number of International students
that have volunteered as Class Advocates.
The log-book system proved to be an invaluable resource in the early detection and resolution
of issues that had the potential to impact negatively on a large number of students. As can be
seen by the chart below, the logbook system also gives advocates the ability to provide positive
feedback regarding papers to the Association. In the second semester, although training had
not yet taken place many of the newly recruited Class Advocates were actively participating in
the log book entry scheme. This was very pleasing as it indicates that those students are
actively committed and proactive regarding their roles as Class Advocates.

Year
2014
Issue(s)
General
Update
Positive
Feedback
Total
Entries

Aug

Sep

Total

12

6

2

73

57

83

82

60

584

58

35

50

25

27

338

154

96

145

113

89

995

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

1

16

21

11

4

1

89

127

85

0

75

68

2

180

216

Jul
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Class Advocates Award Ceremony and Party
An award ceremony and party was held for 2014 Class Advocates 17th October. There were
120 attendees.
Apart from presenting students with their certificates and acknowledging the efforts of
advocates during the year the goal of the evening was to give the students a fun night that
they would remember and to encourage ‘mixing and mingling’.
Students were allocated name tags on arrival and were tasked with finding their Perfect Match.
Yes, Lindsay Lohan found her Rehab and Rhett Butler found his Scarlett. Pin the Grade on the
Professor was a huge hit, however it was unclear if students were motivated by the lure of a
prize or the waywardness of sticking it to the lecturer. People Bingo had everybody hunting
down that student without Facebook and yes one actually does exist!
The student lounge was decorated with multi coloured supersized balloons and fairy lights (with
the odd spontaneous detonation adding unexpected drama to the night). A rather intimidating
green drink scarily reminiscent of Honey Boo Boo’s drink of choice and aptly named Go Go Juice
was dispensed from a luminous and flashing beehive (non-alcoholic).
2014 Class Advocates were presented with certificates and those that had completed the
Advanced Advocacy Training Module were awarded special certificates. Additionally, prizes were
given to Advocates who had excelled in their completion of feedback logbook entries during the
year.
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BUDGETING SEMINAR
The Advocacy Service conducted a budgeting Seminar 9th April. 63 students attended. A guest
speaker was invited from the North Harbour Budgeting Service and the seminar covered topics
such as handling debt, buying food, and accommodation, managing money, budgeting and
much more.
A healthy budget lunch was provided to attending students (sandwiches) which were prepared
by the Advocacy Service. The cost of making the various sandwiches was printed for the
students to demonstrate that bringing lunch to university can be delicious, nutritious and cost
effective. A prize draw was held and the winner received a thermos flask and lunch box (to
further reinforce the message that it is a cost saving to bring lunch).

TENANCY SEMINAR
On 14th May the advocacy service held a Tenancy Seminar which outlined tenant rights and
responsibilities. The guest presenter was from the Ministry of Business, Innovation &
Employment (Tenancy Services). The seminar focused on the pitfalls and problems that tenants
might encounter during a tenancy and how to overcome them. Whilst the seminar was only
scheduled for one hour, it went well over time due the volume of questions that students raised
during Q & A. A lucky door prize of a bucket, vinegar, cleaning wipes, baking soda and printed
material on ‘Green Cleaning’ was awarded to one lucky winner. Just what every student tenant
wants and needs! 43 students attended the Tenancy Seminar
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ADVOCACY WINTER FESTIVAL-14TH, 15TH, 16TH, 17TH JULY
During semester one 2014 the Advocacy Coordinator observed a number of students that
appeared to be lacking in awareness of essential university and ASA services. Additionally, large
numbers of students were reporting a sense of isolation, loneliness and a feeling of alienation
from the greater student and university community.
In order to address this the advocacy coordinator held an Advocacy Winter Festival during
Orientation week. The objective of this festival was to create small group activities where
students spend time together and ‘break the ice and engage with each other’. It was
anticipated that the Advocacy Service could also promote its services (i.e Class Advocacy) as
well as those of the university at these small group interactive sessions.
The decision was made to brand the week of Advocacy events as a Winter Festival. This
provided the opportunity to create a ‘retro-scape’ environment and one that would welcome
students with warmth and a sense of belonging. The hope was that by involving students in
‘throwback’ activities they would be given the chance to look to the future and their academic
paths, but also reflect on the places they came from. Activities were planned that would bring
students back to their childhoods such as snowball games, gingerbread decoration etc. It was
well understood that this ‘evoked nostalgia’ was likely for some to be more ‘historical’ than
personal, due to the youth of many of the students and the (likely) high percentage of
international students that would be attending. The ASA Student Lounge was the logical venue
for the event. Merely by attending, students would be given a sense of ownership and
relationship to the space and therefore hopefully frequent, use and view as a ‘safe space’ for
the remainder of their time at the university.
Theming
The Student Lounge was dressed to create a
winter ambience. Scores of handmade paper
snowflakes were hung from the ceiling and
windows. The addition of fairy lights and a
large hanging silver centre-piece in the middle
of the room ensured that a magical and special
atmosphere was guaranteed. The ASA
reception desk was given a backdrop of snow
laden fir trees and mountains. Large (removable) snowman decals adorned the entrance doors
and windows and a huge (specially made) snowman was hung to create novelty and humour. A
burning log fire was projected for the entire duration of the festival on the lounge projection
video screen with the faint sound of crackling burning wood played at a barely audible level to
create realism.
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ASA staff and volunteers were kitted out in
knitted hats and sweaters and students
were encouraged to dress in traditional
winter wear. Students were able to sustain
themselves with warming hot chocolate
topped with marshmallows and their taste
buds were kept in theme by the provision
of fragrant dark fruitcake which was in
abundance.

Photo Booth Opportunities.

A vintage fireplace with comfy chair, faux sash windows with a
snow fall winters night exterior was provided for students to use as
a photo booth. This provided the perfect setting for students to
take their selfies to be posted on Facebook.
A feature wall was created by transforming one corner of the room
to depict a snow flurry effect (with sky blue table cloths and
strings of odd sized cotton wool). This setting, though intended to
be merely decorative, proved popular with students as an
improvised photo booth. Students enjoyed the 3D aspect of this
installation and numerous ‘action’ photos were taken.
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Make Your Own Snow Globe. (Mon 14th)
For some time prior to the Winter Festival
the advocacy service had been collecting
glass jars (of all sizes) and figurines
(plastic and ceramic) from charity shops
and $2 stores. The plan had been to
‘upcycle’ these objects into snow globes by
creating wintry scenes and shimmering
magic snowfalls. Winter-wonderland in a
jar!! Various pictures were laminated e.g.
diverse characters and icons such as fairies, Marilyn Monroe, Betty Boop, as well as snowflakes
and cut outs of the Albany campus. When teamed with plastic animals, mermaids, butterflies,
assorted trinkets, coloured glitter and water, students’ imaginations went wild and precious
keepsakes of Winter Orientation 2014 were created.
This activity was hugely popular with students. The advocacy service had prepared
approximately 55 jars for this activity. However, despite each snow globe taking nearly half an
hour to make the jars ran out very quickly- much to the disappointment of queuing students.
Advocacy volunteers were promptly dispatched to the tedious task of cleaning labels off jars
that had been kept in reserve. Approximately another 25 snow globes were made before jars
and trinkets ran out.
Gingerbread Man Decorating Contest Tue 15th July.
The advocacy service was supported by
a local Columbus Café who provided 120
gingerbread blanks at cost price for this
event. The intention was to create a
sense of ‘homeliness’ with this activity
whilst at the same time unleashing
students’ creativity. A rainbow of
coloured icings were made available as
well as an array of sprinkles, candies and
coloured sugar. Artistic styles became
instantly evident and really speak to the versatility of the project. There were princesses, ogres,
chaps in suits, Dr Who (with Tardis), wizards, Rapunzel, vampires, soldiers, zombies, bikini
babes, pirates and much more. Even the bad ones looked good…or at least tasted good. A
healthy dose of competition was in place and prizes were awarded for the ‘Best in Show’,
‘Funniest’ and ‘Most Outrageous’ etc. This sweet reprieve from study only ended for students
when the supply of gingerbread men ran out.
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Ugly Sweater Day and Tales by the Fire (Wed 16th)
Students were invited to wear the gaudiest, most tacky knitwear they could get their hands on
for this strongly contested competition. Some raided their mother’s wardrobe, others foraged in
opportunity shops and a lucky few already were the proud owners of what were undeniably
‘ugly’ sweaters. These students were invited to sit by the ‘fireside’ and tell a tale of how they
came into possession of their ugly sweater. Truth was of little importance in this competitionthe more outrageous and hilarious their story-the greater chance they had to win. This
competition proved to be extremely popular for participants as well as the observers.
Pink Lemonade Advocacy Social (Thurs 17th)
An advocacy social was held on the
last day. Pink lemonade (secret
recipe-though not alcoholic!) and
chips and dip were provided for
students that came. Approximately
35 students attended this gettogether and there was a good
cross-section of students that
showed up. The ‘social’ aspect of
this get together worked extremely
well. What is noteworthy is the level of interaction between students that previously had not
known each other. Another surprising aspect was the ‘candid’, ‘frank’ and ‘open’ dialogue that
students engaged in. They discussed how it ‘felt’ to be a student on campus and the various
difficulties each of them encountered. This conversation was not prompted nor initiated by the
advocacy coordinator but seemed to spring naturally from being in such a low key, informal
social setting. This is the first time in her many years on campus that the advocacy coordinator
has witnessed such spontaneous and effortless communication between students, (perhaps the
pink lemonade has magical qualities!). When these students were asked by the advocacy
coordinator ‘what would make their time on campus more enjoyable?’ their response was ‘more
chances to get together like this’.
Snowball Games 14th-17th.
Furniture in one part of the student lounge was rearranged and converted into a ‘snowball
arena’. Last year’s surplus, un-distributed Massives were turned into paper snowballs and teams
of students gave outstanding performances that would have done justice to the Commonwealth
games. Although ‘rules’ were somewhat loose, this didn’t deter competitors. Only intended to
run for the first day of the Winterfest this activity ran for the entire 4 days due to popular
demand by students.
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Winter Festival Summary and Analysis
It was thought that the activities planned for the Winter Festival would only attract a small and
particular demographic of students. The universal uptake of and participation in the activities
took the advocacy service by surprise. There were equal numbers of male and female students
and rather than being deterred by the ‘nerdishness’ of it all they embraced each days offerings
with huge enthusiasm. One extremely ‘hipster’ male student made a point of approaching the
advocacy coordinator and thanking her for putting on such ‘cool events’. “I saw that we could
make our own snow globes and I came up here because I couldn’t miss the chance”. This
particular student spent over one hour perfecting his My Little Pony snow globe!
Perhaps growing up in the digital age of computers and cell phones many of the participating
students have never had the opportunity to be involved in making craft items. The majority said
that they had never done anything like this before and chances are that making something with
their hands was a novelty. Prizes awarded for various competitions during the Winter Festival
consisted of small ticket items such as hot water bottles, knitted hats, scarves, socks and
packets of hot chocolate. The advocacy coordinator was approached by a female student just
last week who said that they were thrilled with their hot water bottle and took it everywhere
with them….even to class. Another student was so taken with the handmade snowflake
decorations she enquired if there was a ‘university club’ where she could learn to make such
items.
It seems that (for now at least), the charm and nostalgia of a bygone era is one that students
gravitate to. The ability to craft handmade and customized retro twee items is a novelty they
had not encountered before and for many international students the chance to be involved in
classic western winter activities was not one to be passed up. Although organized on a tight
budget the Winter Festival did require considerable personal and time investment on the part of
the advocacy service team. However, the advocacy coordinator believes that the sense of
community, goodwill and ‘belonging’ dividends generated by the events over the four days are
beyond calculation.
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ADVOCACY EXAM STRESS SUPPORT STRATEGY
Each semester the Advocacy Coordinator has a number of cases that directly relate to issues
that are connected to exams. These may be students seeking support/advice for Impaired
Performance applications, failed exams, and missed exams and so on. Thus in order to try an
mitigate the impact that exam stress and lack of adequate preparation has on students the
Advocacy Service decided to trial the introduction of a proactive and supportive campaign
aimed at supporting students during this highly stressful time.
It was decided that a holistic and multi-tiered, multi media approach would have the greatest
likelihood of reaching students and so a number of strategies were implemented.


Facebook Information, Support Updates and Postings: From the 28th of
October until the end of exams 12th of November the Advocacy Service
‘commandeered’ the ASA Facebook and made regular postings. This
included content such as; inspirational, motivational, study techniques,
procrastination, hypnotic affirmations, emotional freedom techniques,
rousing, cute and go get ‘em exam songs, traffic warnings, eating and
nutrition advice, pictograms with advice to combat exam stress.



Seven stress relief stations were situated in key locations on campus
(library, cafés, exam venues etc). These were stocked with Stress Relief
Devices (custom made bubble wrap popper cards) in two sizes – Jumbo
(lots of stress and lots of exams) and Standard (short term relief).
Students were given popping instructions and if symptoms persisted
were advised to see Health and Counselling. Over 1000 devices were
lovingly handmade by ASA staff and many more could have been
distributed if time and resources had allowed.



Free Hot Chocolate Drinks were provided in the
student lounge for the entire exam period to
enable students to keep their strength up and
decompress.
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The stairs leading to the student lounge were
blanketed with a rainbow assortment of blank sticky
notes and coloured pens were left out so that
students could share their advice and tips for
managing exams. By the end of the exam period
the majority of the notes had been written on.

The feedback from students to the Exam Stress Strategy was overwhelmingly positive. Many
students went out of their way to thank the ASA for the support that was provided during this
difficult time. The Stress Relief Devices (bubble wrap) were a huge hit and had time and
resources (to make and distribute) allowed at least double or more of these aids would have
been eagerly received by students. The stairwell stickies also proved to be a huge success, with
many good tips being shared and students were often observed pausing on the stairs to read
the advice. Interestingly some of the notes were written in Chinese and other languages which
indicates that uptake of this concept was universal. The Facebook postings and advice was
much appreciated and received many ‘likes’. Students have indicated that they were very
appreciative of receiving these tips and supports via their FB feed.
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LECTURER OF THE YEAR
The Lecturer of the Year (LOTY) Awards for 2014 were the 10th year this Award and
recognition program has been run on the Albany Campus. Held on Friday 14th November the
room was packed to capacity with teaching staff as 167 nominations (the highest number ever)
had been received in 2014.
Semester 1 Promotion
The Advocacy service organised a LOTY booth during the Albany Campus Student Market Day
on the 21st May. The stand boasted a number of display boards that included a photo montage
of past winners and memorabilia from the award ceremonies over the years. This is the first
time a voting station has been set up where students can come to vote as historically LOTY has
relied on individually submitted paper votes or online voting. At times during the day students
were queued three deep in order to register their votes. There is no doubt that this year’s LOTY
award is the subject of much interest on the part of students and there are a handful of
students that have indicated that they are determined that their ‘‘wonderful …fantastic…
brilliant…talented”, (insert anyone of the aforementioned adjectives), lecturer will win.
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The overall winner was Professor Al Nielson from the Institute of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences. Professor Nielson has been successively nominated every year since its inception in
2005 and winning the Sciences Award in 2008 and joint winner for Sciences in 2007. The
Advocacy Coordinator can confirm that Prof Nielson’s win was much deserved and a huge
number of votes came in for him ensuring his win.

However, it must be noted that LOTY does not only celebrate the winners. It recognises and
rewards each and every lecturer who is nominated. This is a recurrent theme in the mix and
mingle conversation, with numerous lecturers thanking the ASA for the work that they do to
enable this recognition process. The lecturers particularly like receiving the feedback from
students that is presented to them on their certificates and via the power point display during
the awards ceremony. The comments are genuine and from the heart and kept the attention of
the audience with many laughs throughout the presentations.
For the second year running the awards also included the ‘Advocacy Accolades’, which are NZ
themed awards presented to staff that have displayed unique and special teaching skills during
the year.
A special award was presented to administrator Sharon Henderson from the School of
Economics and Finance for her genuine dedication to students and her willingness to be of
assistance at all times.
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College winners were:


College of Business:
Mark Werman - School of Economics & Finance



College of Health:
Warrick Wood - School of Sport and Exercise



College of Humanities & Social Sciences:
Graham Jackson – Institute of Education



NZ School of Music:
Pete France



College of Sciences:
Professor Al Nielson - Institute of Natural & Mathematical Sciences

The Advocacy Accolades – known as “The Penny’s” were presented to:
The Reinga Award – Dr Frederick Lam
“For providing a learning environment where students of different origins and abilities are able
to merge and blend together for success. A bright beacon of teaching excellence.”
The Natural Treasure Award – Dr Marie-Anne Thelen
“For creating a sustaining environment and for teaching which enables layered learning and
‘colouring’ each student with the natural bounty of knowledge.”
The Lotsa Soul Award – Dr Judy Thomas
“For equipping students to walk easily into the future through unpretentious teaching without a
lot of hoopla but held together by a lotta soul.”
The Number 8 Wire Award – Associate Professor Johan Potgieter
“For inventive, creative and practical teaching with future applications that are beyond guage.”
The Phar Lap Award – Dr Graeme MacRae
“For being a Massey legend with a huge heart and determination to get students to the finish
line.”
The Layered Learning Award – Dr Marilou Raduban
“For forming supportive tiers of knowledge and understanding for students that will exist no
matter what lands on them.”
The Polish and Buff Award – Dr David Parsons
“For solid and trustworthy teaching that can take the dullest of students and make them shine.”
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The Sure to Rise Award – Associate Professor Margaret Brunton
“For combining all the right ingredients for good teaching; practical straightforward help with a
pinch of love and care. The ideal recipe for student success.”
The Kate Sheppard Award – Dr Shirley Julich
“For her strong sense of justice and inspiring students to think, live and work outside the
sphere.”
The Buzzy Bee Award – Graham Jackson
“For colourful and engaging instruction that leads students to find their own passion for and
excellence in teaching.”
ASA Special Award – Sharon Henderson
“In grateful appreciation and recognition of your genuine dedication to students at Massey
Albany and a willingness to be of assistance at all times.”

Ti Point wines generously sponsored wine for the event and Bennetts gifted the authentic quill
and ink set that was awarded to the winner.
A student jazz band from the New Zealand School of Music entertained guests as they shared
lunch and mixed and mingled after the awards. Many staff commented that it was the only
opportunity they had to meet other staff from different departments and schools in the
university. All attendees were treated to a light and festive lunch and a sumptuous candy buffet
on offer meant that nobody went away empty handed.
Subsequent to the event the ASA has received numerous emails and acknowledgements for
hosting LOTY and one lecturer made a point to tell ASA that the 2014 LOTY “was the slickest
yet”.
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CLUBS
ASA was contracted to the University to provide clubs administration support services.
However, the University’s Clubs and Activities Officer had resigned at the end of the year and a
new appointment was not made until May, when Marusa Pogacnik took on the role of the
redefined Clubs’ and Activities Coordinator. In the meantime, ASA took on the additional
responsibilities of this role. It had been hoped that a clubs’ development workshop could be
arranged in semester 1, but in the absence of the CAC and with no additional resourcing to
ASA, this did not happen. ASA was heavily involved with the training and upskilling of the new
CAC.
As a result of many one-on-one meeting with clubs during March, ASA surveyed the clubs and
found that 68% of them found the CSCG policy overly complicated and daunting. This
information was shared with the CSCG committee and in June the ASA and newly appointed
CAC held a policy review meeting attended by 22 students representing 20 clubs. The feedback
was provided to the Campus Registrar at a meeting on July 10th in the hope that revisions
could be made to the policy ahead of the 2015 year. Unfortunately, this did not happen in
2014.
ASA assisted the new CAC to run a Clubs’ Development Workshop on 1st August 2014. This was
attended by 44 students representing 30 clubs, covering topics such as; club structure,
succession planning, marketing, growing membership, event planning, club accounts, and the
club grant process.
CLUB STATISTICS
With the club database now being held on the website, statistics became available from May
2014. Both club numbers and participation rates show a marked increase over 2013, when
there were 28 affiliated clubs out of a total of 36 clubs with participation in those affiliated clubs
reported as 1071.

2014
AFFILIATED CLUBS
NON-AFFILIATED
CLUBS
TOTAL ALL CLUBS
%age Affiliated

Number
of
Clubs

Number
of
Student
Members

Number
of NonStudent
Members

Total
Members

40

2557

226

2783

7
47

0
2557

226

85%
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CLUBS’ DAYS
Two successful clubs days were held during the Orientation weeks. 23 clubs were on display in
Semester 1 and ASA ran a table to see what other clubs students would be interested in. The
list included.
Archery

Singing/Choir/Glee Club

Cycling

Surfing

Dance

Tenpin bowling

Kayaking

Tramping

Music (Metal or Jazz)

Travelling around NZ

Netball
In addition to clubs day attendance, the following clubs held special Orientation events in
Semester 1. All were highly successful.


AMESS

Mechanical Bull on Tuesday



AMESS

Traffic Light Party at Fergusons on Wednesday evening



Politics Club

BBQ on Clubs’ Day with Labour MP, Phil Goff, in attendance.



Rock Climbing Club Climbing Wall on Clubs’ Day



Movies Club

Outdoor screening of Pitch Perfect Wednesday 26th evening



BSG

The Amazing Race on Thursday evening

It was a beautiful day for clubs day during Orientation for Semester 2 and 31 clubs were
represented.
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INTER-TERTIARY COMPETITION
Inter-tertiary competition was sparse during 2014. There were no Uni Games held due to the
demise of USNZ. In April ASA promoted and organised teams to compete in the Waikato
invitational to be held on May 30th. Marusa Pogacnik’s appointment to the CAC role came just in
time for her to accompany the three teams representing Massey Albany, (2 * netball, 1 *
Frisbee) to the event. One of the highlights of the day was the interaction between the Massey
University Manawatu and Albany students. It was fantastic to see the Massey students from
both campuses interact like one family.
The Northern Tertiary Challenge scheduled for September was cancelled due to urgent
maintenance required at the competition venue.

MAFF (Football Federation) were involved with
the organisation of a one-day Futsal
tournament which was held at the Recreation
Centre on 27th April and then on 28th
September they ran the first Futsal InterUniversity Tournament to be held since the
discontinuation of the Inter-University League
in 2009. Unitec managed to win first place after
beating YMCA 6-1 in the Semi-Final and
Auckland University 4-1 in the Final. Massey
University did well in the group stages by
beating both YMCA teams but unfortunately lost the semi-final game to Auckland University. In
the end Massey placed 3rd. Overall, it was a successful day.
MUCBA organised a charity 3v3 basketball competition for 1 st May and invited teams from
Auckland, Unitec, AUT, Waikato and Victoria Universities to compete.
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OPEN DAY
Open day was held on Saturday 16th August. Massey University Events Coordinator, Siemone
Rawson invited clubs to participate on the day to show prospective Massey students what they
could expect by way of club culture if they came to Massey’s Albany campus. Each club was
offered $100 for their participation on the day. Six clubs attended; Badminton, Community
Garden, Rock Climbing, Rugby, Tennis, and Ultimate Frisbee Club. The Rock Climbing Club ran
the most successful activity on the day as a rock climbing wall was hired for the day.
ASA WEBSITE
The ASA website was completely re-written and now comprises an online grant application
process. Details of grants awarded are also available to members who have signed in. Pages
were added that essentially replaced the old clubs’ manual – covering topics such as the
affiliation process, committee roles, applying for grants etc. A blog section to enable club news
to be posted was also added. During the mid-year semester break, the ASA website was
updated to feature an events calendar that all affiliated clubs could update with their own
events. This enabled the dual function of allowing students to know what club events were
taking place and assisting clubs to plan their events so that they did not clash with other
events.
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GRANTS
ASA affiliated clubs are eligible to apply for grant funding from the University. The ASA
President and Clubs’ Representative (or nominated executive) sit on the committee that
considers the grant applications.
In 2014, eight club grant rounds were scheduled to give clubs plenty of opportunities to apply
for funding. Twenty-two (22) different clubs took the opportunity to apply for funding compared
to only 13 clubs in the previous year. During the eight rounds, $26,701.15 was awarded to
clubs. An additional $1,956.36 was spent on assets for all clubs to use; barbecue, go pro
camera, van expenses. This makes for a total of $28,657.51 spent in club grant funding in
2014.
The number of new club grant applications increased after the new online application process
was put in place on the ASA website. The new club grant cover letter template helped
tremendously along with the Clubs’ Development Workshop where the topic was covered and
the application process explain in full detail.
A great mix of cultural, religious, academic and sport clubs applied for the grants in 2014
compared to 2013.
2014

2013

Academic Clubs

5

3

Religious Clubs

2

0

Social Clubs

4

4

Sports Clubs

11

5

TOTAL CLUBS

22

12
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List of All Gants issued in 2014.
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CLUBS PRIZE-GIVING
At Massey’s Clubs’ Awards evening and dinner held in the student lounge on 20th October, the
following awards were presented. The event was catered by on-campus caterer, Mozaik.
Overall Club of the Year - Massey University Albany Snow Club
Recognising excellence in the administration of a club, club activity, and the promotion of
student life Massey University Albany
Most Improved Club of the Year - Massey University Student Investment Club
Awarded to the club that increased involvement for its members in terms of promoting student
life as well as improved administration or club activities.
Committee of the Year - Albany Massey Engineering Student Society (AMESS)
Awarded to the executive committee of the club that has worked in collaboration with Massey
University and the Albany Students’ Association and has demonstrated excellence in the
organisation, administration, development of their club.
New Club of the Year - Massey University Albany Rugby Club
Awarded to a club that has been established in 2013, and has demonstrated a high
commitment in terms of increasing student life on campus as well as developing a productive
executive committee.
Club Event of the Year- Outdoor Movie Event
Awarded to a club who has hosted an outstanding event or activity in 2013. This award
celebrates the way the event was promoted and delivered and also the overall impact on the
club and student life at Massey University Albany.
Contribution to Massey University Community Award - Daniel Burgess
Awarded to a club member who goes out of their way for their club, cultural group or society by
recognising individuals who put in an outstanding effort and demonstrate an impact on the
club, society, cultural group as well as overall student life.
Diversity award - Massey Albany Movie Club
Awarded to a club who is devoted to bringing together the diverse community at Massey
University, Albany. The diversity award celebrates a club’s ability to create, develop and
promote events or programs that allow a wide range of students to participate whether they are
from different colleges, cultures or backgrounds.
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Sport Growth and Development Award - Mike Horrell
Awarded to an individual or a sport team that has put outstanding effort into their sport team,
club or individually to help grow sport on the Albany campus. This recognises the efforts of an
individual who may help with recruitment of sport teams, takes on coaching roles, organises
training venues and increases the value of student life on campus.
Team Albany Sportsperson of the Year - Chanelle Pigou
Awarded to a current student at Massey University Albany who has participated at the
University Games or the Northern Tertiary Challenge in 2013. This award is granted not only for
excellence in sport, but also for contribution to university life during the award period.
Team Albany Sports Team of the Year - Massey University Albany Netball Club
Awarded to a sports team that has participated at the University Games or the Northern
Tertiary Challenge in 2013. This award is granted not only for excellence in sport, but also
recognises active recruitment, commitment to training and overall contribution to student life
during the award period.
Best Club that is not AMESS - Massey Albany Movie Club
AMESS introduced this award in 2013 to encourage all clubs to aspire to their own heights!
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